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Boone students today, Brave leaders tomorrow


	Date: March 1, 2018
	Header: Mr. CarsonBlankner Middle School2500 S Mills AveOrlando, FL 32806
	Body: Dear  Mr. Carson,Long time, no see! In your defense, you are probably confused on who I am and why I am writing you a letter about how you changed my life. It's me, Bridget Hartig, the lightly shy girl who sat in the back of your class in sixth grade, sliding by with B's on every test and not really talking all that much. I wasn't the best at science and I never really came back to do student assistant in your class. It seems like I just left your class and moved on. But, that couldn't be further from the truth. In my elementary school days, I was not the brightest kid. I was never in the high-achieving math or reading classes. I really fell behind when it came to school. These facts never really impacted me until I would hear the smart kids on the playground talking about acing pronunciation tests, when I couldn't even get above a 50 on a simple spelling test. I started to compare myself to others. I started to notice the breakdowns between the smart classes and the ones I was put in. I felt small and insecure and hated school more than I did before. I decided school and I would never get along and that was the end of that. Until your class. For the first time, I was in a class with smart people learning about smart stuff.  My theories of them dividing up classes based on smarts was challenged by the fact Blair Colson and I shared the same air circulation. I could have felt immediately stupid and fallen behind, but because of you, I didn't. You made learning fun. When all of kids were in your class, it wasn't about who was naturally the smartest; It was about learning through laughter. Before your class, I had never studied for a test in my life. I did not know how to. You inspired me to first off, take notes, then later, open said notes and re-read and learn and understand and love every second of it. Your tests were fair. My mindset changed from "I will always be at a educational disadvantage" to "If I work hard enough studying, I can actually do well on this test." (A real mind-blowing realization!!) My entire mindset on school changed because of your class. I felt challenged, but not in a way in which I assumed I would fail, but in a way which inspired me to work harder. I ended your class with an A, one of the first few A's I had ever received at that point. The things I learned in your class went beyond science. The things I learned in your class went beyond school, even. I learned to believe in myself. I learned that I am really smarter than I seem and braver than I believe. I learned to work hard and I saw how it paid off, in your class. I learned what being "smart" felt like, which is, in reality, a combination of feeling prepared and confident in myself. Without your class, my work ethic and drive would be little-to-none. I would not be sitting in sitting in an AP class right now, about to graduate high school with a 4.6 GPA, going off to University of Florida in the fall, without your class. I specifically wanted to write this letter to you because I was never really the kid to raise their hand the most or ace every test. I slipped by. I want you to see what an insane impact you have on every student you have taught, even the ones that seem to slip by, unaffected. I am a testament. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. With great admiration, Bridget Hartig, Boone Class of 2018 (Blankner Class of 2014)P.S. I still prank fellow Blankner kids by slapping measure stick on their desks, when I can find them. A tribute to your tomfoolery and reaction rates. 


